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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your company identifies the following business continuity and
disaster recovery objectives for virtual machines that host
sales, finance, and reporting application in the company's
on-premises data center.
* The finance application requires that data be retained for
seven years. In the event of a disaster, the application must
be able to run from Azure. The recovery in objective (RTO) is
10 minutes,
* The reporting application must be able to recover point
in-time data al a daily granularity. The RTO is eight hours.
* The sales application must be able to fail over to second

on-premises data center.
You need to recommend which Azure services meet the business
community and disaster recovery objectives. The solution must
minimize costs.
What should you recommend for each application? To answer, drag
the appropriate services to the correct application. Each
service may be used owe. More than once not at an You may need
to drag the spin bar between panes or scroll 10 view content.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Enterprise Integration Patterns (EIP) are design patterns that
help in solving recurring problems faced in the integration of
enterprise applications.
Determine whether this statement is true of false.
A. False
B. True
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A small business with one corporate office and two small branch
offices wants to upgrade their aging server hardware. The
business is stable, with no plans for expansion or migration to
the cloud. The IT manager is looking for a solution that will
offer maximum flexibility and all-inclusive storage to each
branch office. Which HP server family best meets this
customers' needs?
A. HP Moonshot
B. HP Integrity BL800
C. HP ProLiantML310e Gen8
D. HP ProLiant BL400
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference:http://h17007.www1.hp.com/docs/justrightit/ProLiant%2
0Gen8%20Servers%20Position ing%20Guide%204AA4-0118ENW.pdf(page
17)

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which statement about using STP in a redundant-link scenario is
true?
A. It provides the most efficient use of redundant links.
B. It uses only one redundant link at any one time.
C. It balances traffic by transmitting packets on alternating
links.

D. It bonds the two links and treats them as one link.
Answer: B
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